DigCitKids: Amplifying Student Voice & Student Choice
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WHAT is DigCitKids?
digital citizenship for kids by kids
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WHY DigCitKids?
To Learn About The World With The World
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No Man Is An Island...

Should Apply To Students Too.

We need to learn about the world with the world.
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My Journey Began With a Tweet...

THE TWEET HEARD AROUND THE WORLD

TWEETED BY @MBFXC

November 1, 2013
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Alabama AL
Alaska AK
Arizona AZ
Arkansas AR
California CA
Colorado CO
Connecticut CT

Best Part?

Tallying All The Locations & Finding Them on the Map
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Animals in the Rainforest

@digitalrainforest

Bringing a little piece of the Amazon into your life. Regular updates from Manu, Peru - the most bio-diverse place on earth.

@digitalrainforest

May 29, 2014 at 2:52 AM

Hi Curran,

Our favourite rainforest animal is the Binturong, found in the dense rainforests of Southeast Asia. They have thick, black fur, a long, muscular tail, and long, stiff, white whiskers and look like a cross between a raccoon and a rat. They can get pretty big, up to five feet and feed off fruit and other, small rainforest animals and are nocturnal. They communicate with one another by scent marks and are incredibly vicious. Keep your distance! A very cool animal indeed.

My personal favourite is the Bengal tiger for the obvious reasons that it is a beautiful, huge and majestic animal and is the apex predator of the rainforest. An interesting fact about tigers is their skin that is striped, not their fur. If you were to shave a tiger, they would still retain their stripes.

Hope that helps and good luck!

DigmRainforest
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3 Ways To Be A DigCitKid

by @CurranCentral

2. Solve Problems & Create Solutions.
3. Empower Other Kids because our online actions can travel around the world to help other kids.
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How Can YOU Become a DigCitKids Ambassador?

Take #DigCitKids Pledge
Amplify student voice & student choice
Model being problem solvers & promote social good
Participate in our #DigCitKidsMonthlyChallenges
Share #DigCitKids monthly challenges on social media
Be that KIND of kid
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"I want us to ask ourselves every day, how are we using technology to make a real difference in people's lives?"

President Barack Obama

Answer this Question:

How are you using technology every day to make a real difference for your community, other kids & the world?
Add Your Voice To the DigCitKids FlipGrid!

What does #bethatKINDofkid mean?

DigCitKids is digital citizenship for kids by kids.

What does it mean to #bethatKINDofkid?

Hope your classroom will become DigCitKids Ambassadors!

@CurranCentral & @digcitkids
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Where You Can Find Us!

#DigCitKids Mobile Learning Classroom
Digital Citizenship For Kids By Kids
Coming to schools, libraries & community organizations in your neighborhood

digcitkids.com | @digcitkids | digcitkids@gmail.com
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